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Creation Tools  

Creation tools help you create, edit and share different types of content. The different applications 
described here help you create presentations, visualise mathematical data, video, screencasts, 
record and share audio, curate images. 

Be aware that all sites with video capabilities might contain some pornographic material. If you 
wish to avoid that content, you can set limits on your searches or choose not to use a particular 
service. Different services provide different ways of limiting searches. 
 
Name Description 

Prezi 

What: A visual storytelling tool, allows you to create appealing presentations with 
integrated media. The free version requires you to store all prezis you create on 
the site under a CC-BY-SA licence.  

Great for: Creating a rolling presentation to advertise your company products on 
your Facebook page.  

Canva 

What: Free graphic-design tool website. It has an easy to use drag-and-drop 
interface and provides access to over a million photographs, graphics, and fonts. 

Great for: Photo editing, designing a variety of documents. 

Pinterest 

What: Visual bookmarking tool and photo sharing site; users create virtual pin 
boards with photos and videos and then share them on their pin boards via other 
social media tools. 

Great for: Sharing creative project ideas with colleagues, or collecting decorating 
ideas for a kitchen refurbishment. 

Instagram 

What: Online photo creation and editing service that is really all about the 
sharing. Short videos may also be recorded and shared. 

Great for: Sharing food pictures with tags for the different techniques and 
ingredients 

Jing 

What: Captures basic video from computer screen, animation and still images, 
then shares them online. 

Great for: Sending an example video of computer glitches to an IT helpdesk. 

CamStudio 

What: Open source video screen casting software that allows you to record what 
displays on your computer screen, with a voice over, or screen captions, or in-
picture video of yourself in webcam mode. 

Great for: Creating a simple training video of new software to share with 
colleagues. 

Tumblr 

What: Microblogging site that is run from a user’s dashboard. Tumblr posts can 
be queued for timed release and tagged to help people find relevant content. Has 
been criticised for dark and sometimes pornographic content. 

Great for: Blogging your own reviews of favourite films to share with friends and 
tumblr followers. 

Tableau 
Public 

What: Free data visualisation tool that works on Windows and Mac. Create and 
share interactive charts and graphs, maps and live dashboards. 
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Great for: Helping you present your team’s sales figures visually. 

Mindly 

What: Mind mapping tool, synced with Dropbox. Great for ideas gathering, 
preparing for presentations, structuring thoughts. Base application is free. 

Great for: Mapping your essay ideas without having to think about structure; 
apply structure later. 
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